
 

PARENT/OBSERVER  QUESTIONNAIRE 
 Your Name:                           Date:             

 Name of subject:                  1____2____3____4____ 
 

Respond with the degree to which these apply to the subject of this form.  As you answer these 
questions, try to consider primarily the last two to four weeks.   

Not 
at all 

Just a 
little 

Pretty 
much 

Very 
much 

Attention and Organization     

Difficulty or inefficiency organizing tasks and activities     

Easily distracted by extraneous stimuli     

Difficulty sustaining attention in tasks or leisure activities     

Makes decisions impulsively, without considering consequences/outcomes     

Poor follow-through on promises or commitments     

Likely to drive a motor vehicle much faster than others     

Starts tasks without reading or listening to directions carefully     

Has trouble doing things in their proper order or sequence     

Difficulty stopping activities when they should do so     

Poor time sense, trouble managing time efficiently     

Trouble listening when spoken to directly     

Procrastinates or struggles to begin tasks that require sustained mental effort.       

 
 

Restlessness and Control of Activity Level     

Uncomfortable doing things slowly and systematically; rushes through activities or tasks     

Impatient; hard to wait on others     

Difficulty resisting opportunities or temptations     

Tends to act without thinking, make important decisions on the spur of the moment     

Interrupts others     

Difficulty waiting turn, avoids lines, stoplights     

Completes others sentences, “jumps the gun” in conversation     

Requires effort to wait turn     

Talks too much     

“On the go”, always moving     

Loud     

Restless when staying seated is required     

 
 

Emotional Self-control     

Anxious, worried, stressed     

Avoids social situations, people interactions     

Short fuse, easily angered     

Blurts out or says things without thinking     

Easily frustrated     

Often needs to take back comments     

Self-centered, forgets to think of others     

Throws tantrums     

Forgets manners, impolite     

Moods unpredictable     

Feelings of hopelessness     

Loss of interest in pleasurable activities     

 
 

Well-being     

Not sure of self     

Poor self-confidence     

Disbelieves positive feedback from others     

Acts OK outside but unsure of self     

Feels unhappy     

Avoids new challenges     



 

 

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL AGE ACADEMIC AND BEHAVIORAL REVIEW 

PARENT REPORT 

Parent completing form:         Date:         

 

As you think back through the childhood years beginning with kindergarten and 1
st
 grade, please summarize 

your child’s overall performance/function: 

In what ways did attention issues affect your child’s school performance? 

      

 

Where there disciplinary or behavior problems at home or school? 

      

 

Did your child struggle with organization or motivation when he/she was interested in a task? 

      

 

Was performance diminished in tasks with little interest for him/her?  Greatly diminished?   

      

 

Were there problems with anxiety or depression? 

      

 

Were there ever issues with sleeping? 

      

 

Is there anything else you think would be helpful in our evaluation? 

      

 


